DIGITAL EXCHANGE WITH INDIA

secondary
education

Practicing intercultural communication, obtaining research skills and collaborating
with peers from India: working on digital projects with India offers students the
opportunity to give shape to global citizenship from inside their classroom.

WORKING WITH INDIAN PEERS FROM ‘HOME’
A digital exchange with India offers students the opportunity to better understand their
Indian peers and the country of India. Dutch and Indian students get to know each other
on the basis of current social themes, without physically meeting and needing to travel. A
digital exchange with India therefore perfectly fits ‘internationalization at home’.

1

Cultural
self-awareness
Based
on
topics
such
as
sustainability,
human
rights,
generational
differences,
arts
and theater, Indian and Dutch
students work together in groups
on a research project. During the
project, students participate in
two live Video Conferences with
their intercultural peers, in which
knowledge is shared with one
another.
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Intercultural
competencies
The project structure stimulates
collaboration and focuses on
intercultural exchange. Students
discover what it is like to collaborate
with Indian peers, get to know new
perspectives and practice their
intercultural conversation skills.

EXCHANGE WITHIN THE EUMIND NETWORK
Our digital exchanges with India take place within our Eumind network (Europe meets
India). Membership of this network does not only provide access to our digital exchange projects, but also allows you to:
•

Use the expertise and backup of experienced teachers and coordinators from other
schools.
Use the experience of a network that has been in existence for more than 12 years.
Use the possibility to organize a physical exchange with your Indian partner school.
Work with an international jury and certificates.

•
•
•

PROJECT PHASES
Ieder oroject bestaat uit deze
fasen:
Registration:
choose projects, select classes,
1
determine starting period

PRACTICALITIES
•
•

Matching:

2
Praktisch:
who is going to be your project
partner?
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Teacher training
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Carrying out the project
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Closure, certification and
evaluation

•
•
•

Duration of project: September
– February
Time investment: about one
hour per week
Language: English
Entry time: September
Investment: contribution in the
first year of your membership
is € 750,-. In subsequent years,
the contribution is € 485,- (excl.
VAT).

ABOUT GLOBI
In order to participate in a globalizing world, students benefit from a solid set of intercultural
competencies. Globi, in all its practices, focuses on the development and strengthening of
these competencies. The purpose behind every program or product that Globi develops is to
encourage and stimulate students to become conscious and competent global citizens, whether
they live in the Netherlands or elsewhere.

MORE INFORMATION?
Interested in a digital exchange with India? Please contact us.

WWW.GLOBI.NL/EN/

+31 (0) 30 2270102

INFO@GLOBI.NL

